SUPPLEMENT TO THE AIA DOCUMENT A305—CONTRACTOR’S
QUALIFICATION STATEMENT
SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION
1. List which trades, if any, will be performed directly by the Organization’s own personnel or
by identity of interest subcontractors, and not by outside subcontractors, in the construction
of the proposed housing development. If none, so state.

2. Neither the contractor nor any director, stockholder, officer, employee or agent associated
with the contractor nor any person, organization or corporation has any financial interest in
said property, and has not received nor will receive any benefit from the acquisition of said
property, including but not limited to rebate, refunds, commissions or fees, except as
hereunder disclosed. If none, so state.

3. The undersigned hereby certifies that neither the Organization nor any partner, director,
stockholder, officer, employee or agent associated with the Organization nor any person,
organization or corporation having a financial interest in the affairs of the Organization, has
agreed, or will agree, directly or indirectly, or with the Organization’s knowledge and
consent, to give to any other party any payment or thing of value, profit or fee, or
commission as an inducement for the granting of this contract, except as hereunder disclosed.
If none, so state.

4. Has the Organization, under its present name or any previously used name, or any of its
principals, ever commenced construction of a project that it has not completed, except those
currently under construction? If yes, provide details. Use extra sheets if necessary.

5. In answering the following questions, the term “Principal” (as listed in paragraph 2 above)
also includes any other Organization in which such person participated as a Principal.
5.1. Have any of the Principals ever filed a petition of bankruptcy?
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5.2. Has there ever been a petition of bankruptcy filed against the
Organization or any of the Principals?

Yes No

5.3. Has the Organization or any of the Principals ever made an
assignment for the benefit of creditors?

Yes No

5.4. Are there any unsatisfied judgments or liens against the
Organization or any of the Principals?

Yes No

5.5. Has the Organization or any of the Principals been a party to
any litigation within the last five years?

If the answer to any of the questions in paragraph 5 is yes, give details. Use additional
sheets if necessary.

6. Has the Organization, or any of the Principals, ever been convicted of a crime? If yes,
give details including the name of the entity or person, when and where convicted,
and the crime or offense involved.

7. Can the Organization obtain 100% payment and performance bonds for constructing
the subject development?

CERTIFICATION
The undersigned hereby certifies that he/she is the duly authorized representative of the
Organization and that the information set forth in this certificate, and in any attachments
in support thereof, is true, correct and complete to the best of his/her knowledge and
belief.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the General Contractor has caused this certificate to be duly
executed in its name on this
day of
,
.

NAME OF ORGANIZATION

By:
Name:
Title:

